Stadtlabor
for multimodal anthropology

WS 2019/20 - Mondays, 4–6pm ct
Institut für Europäische Ethnologie
Mohrenstraße 41, 10117 Berlin - Room 107a

[Seminar sessions]

04.11.2019
Ethnographic Fiction of Sanitation Infrastructures in Jakarta
Indrawan Prabaharyaka (EuroEthno, HU)

18.11.2019
Urbanism in a Decentred World. Good Governance, Common Knowledge and the Overflows of City Planning
Julio Paulos (Architecture, ETH Zürich)

02.12.2019 [Joint Session with STS-Lab]
Psychic Life in the Green Metropolis: Rethinking Nature, Mental Health and the City
Des Fitzgerald (Social Sciences, U. Cardiff)

16.12.2019
On the Surface of Text: A Reading Session with Props
Ofri Lapid (artist, U. Hamburg)

20.01.2020
Artifacts
Alfredo Thiermann (GSD, Harvard)

27.01.2020
Crossovers Between Art and Ethnography in Post-socialist Poland: Fieldwork Studies
Tomasz Rakowski (Cultural Anthropology, U. Warsaw)

10.02.2020
Shifting perception - How to grasp ‘research-through-design’ in architecture
Hannah Varga (EuroEthno, HU)

Subscribe to our mailing list: https://sympa.cms.hu-berlin.de/sympa/subscribe/stadtlabor.ifee
Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/stadtlaborberlin/